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ABSTRACT

Identifying Indo-Portuguese Art and its impact in worldwide collections

The concept of Indo-Portuguese Art was only created by the end of the 19th c. mostly  
by Sousa Viterbo, a Portuguese scholar who further developed it in a series of critical 
texts on the Retrospective exhibition of ornamental Portuguese and Spanish art, held in 
Lisbon in 1882. Those texts were the forerunner of the modern historiography of art  
in Portugal. However, only three-quarters of a century after those texts Maria 
Madalena de Cagigal e Silva presented a systematic overview of the world of Indo-
Portuguese Art, first in her dissertation, in 1949, in order to qualify as a curator of 
museums and palaces, then in the chapter she wrote for the collective work Arte 
Portuguesa (Portuguese art), edited by João Barreira in the early 1950s, and finally  
in the pioneering long study titled A Arte Indo-Portuguesa that she produced in 1966.

The pieces that came from Indian workshops initially aimed, primarily, to meet 
the ‘local’ needs of the communities governed by the Portuguese or those who had 
relationships with them. This was particularly true in terms of the supply of ornaments 
used for worship. Initially produced in service of spreading of Christianity, these 
objects soon aroused the interest of a Western clientèle fascinated by their exoticism. 
Their mass production fed an avid global market, spreading to other Asian  
regions (particularly Macao), Europe, the New World, and Africa. 
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